INTRODUCTION

Sinus pericranii (SP) is a rare venous anomaly characterized by an abnormal communication between the intracranial and extracranial veins. Pathologically, it exhibits a direct communication between the nonmuscular veins adhering to the outer surface of the skull and the intracranial venous sinuses [1]. There are several etiologies for SP, such as congenital, spontaneous, and posttraumatic [2]. SP patients may present with mild (local pain, nausea, headache, and dizziness) to severe (increased intracranial pressure, bradypnea, bradycardia, ataxia, hearing loss, and epileptic seizures) symptoms [3]. However, most cases are asymptomatic, with the main complaint being the associated cosmetic problems [4]. Additionally, considering its clinical presentation, it is imperative to identify SP from other diseases presenting as a mass on the scalp. Here, we report a clinical case of SP, with the diagnosis and treatment.

CASE REPORT

Patient information

A 2-year-old girl was brought to the hospital due to an apparent disfigurement and bluish skin in the right periorbital region and a soft mass-like diffuse lesion on the scalp. The lesion was non-pulsatile and bluish, and the patient did not complain of pain. There was no relevant history, and she was delivered vaginally after a full-term pregnancy (Fig. 1).
Image procedures
Computed tomography confirmed vascular masses in the right periorbital, retrobulbar, and extracranial parietal regions. Doppler ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) confirmed venous malformations in the aforementioned regions (Fig. 2). We suspected the presence of cranial holes facilitating the communication between the extracranial venous malformations and intracranial superior sagittal sinus, as observed on MRI. Therefore, we performed a transfemoral cerebral angiography (TFCA) to confirm the presence/absence of holes. Visualizing the right internal carotid artery via angiography revealed transdural and transcranial superficial drainage from the frontal cortical veins and from the superior ophthalmic veins. Therefore, we confirmed that subcutaneous venous malformations in the scalp communicated with the superior sagittal sinus and diagnosed the patient with SP.

Surgical treatment
After placing the patient in the supine position under general anesthesia, a plastic surgeon and neurosurgeon made an incision in the scalp on the left side. After confirming engorged veins in the subgaleal layer by performing a slight periosteal dissection of the scalp from the left to the right side, we ligated and excised the abnormal extracranial veins. Following which, we ligated and removed the veins draining into the superior sagittal sinus, through a relatively large cranial hole in the midline. The cranial hole was sealed with bone wax. We consequently created a subgaleal negative drainage and ended the surgery by suturing the wound (Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. A 2-year-old girl with sinus pericranii. (A) Venous malformations in the right periorbital region are seen on the frontal view. (B) Vascular masses on the scalp are also seen.

Fig. 2. Radiologic images of the patient. (A) Venous malformations in the scalp and periorbital region are observed on computed tomography angiography. (B) The lesion in the scalp is suspected to communicate with the superior sagittal sinus (yellow arrowheads) on magnetic resonance imaging.
A radiology specialist performed four sessions of sclerotherapy on the patient under general anesthesia, after administering bleomycin via a butterfly needle after ultrasonography-guided needling for the right superior ophthalmic venous malformations and for SP in the right parietotemporal scalp region (Fig. 4). Follow-up ultrasonography and MRI showed marked improvements in venous malformations and SP.

**Sclerotherapy**

A radiology specialist performed four sessions of sclerotherapy on the patient under general anesthesia, after administering bleomycin via a butterfly needle after ultrasonography-guided needling for the right superior ophthalmic venous malformations and for SP in the right parietotemporal scalp region (Fig. 4). Follow-up ultrasonography and MRI showed marked improvements in venous malformations and SP.

**Follow-up and outcomes**

In the postoperative course, the mass on the scalp greatly decreased in volume, and the abnormally communicating veins disappeared. We subsequently performed another excision and six sessions of sclerotherapy using bleomycin on the remaining venous malformations in the periorbital region. Currently, the patient is under observation for the duration of the follow-up period (Fig. 5).

**DISCUSSION**

SP is a rare venous anomaly that includes emissary diploic veins originating from the intracranial sinus and leading to a subga-
leal drainage, and forms a varix on the outer surface of the skull [5]. This anomaly can develop independently or concomitantly with other malformations, including dural sinus hypoplasia or non-syndromic or syndromic craniosynostosis [6-8]. Although its etiologies have not been identified, it strongly correlates with those of intracranial venous anomalies [3]. Reportedly, SP can also be caused by trauma.

Most SP patients visit the hospital primarily complaining of the mass on the scalp. However, excisions similar to those performed for benign masses on the scalp may prove hazardous because of the communicating venous anomalies. Therefore, it is imperative to eliminate SP from the differential diagnoses before excising the mass. Since it is a venous anomaly, it can be diagnosed with methods similar to those used for other venous anomalies in the head and neck region. Doppler ultrasonography is a useful radiological tool to differentiate different vascular anomalies. Following which, MRI can be used to characterize the size and extent of the lesion. T2-weighted MRI shows a mass with high levels of mixed signals, which includes a signal void due to the blood flow [9]. In the present patient, a dilated venous space was observed on Doppler ultrasonography, and SP was diagnosed owing to venous malformations directly draining into the major veins. MRI revealed a lesion with venous anomalies that were suspected to be communicating with the superior sagittal sinus, following which we performed TFCA. TFCA confirmed the communication of venous malformations with extracranial venous malformations and superior sagittal sinus.

First, we performed sclerotherapy to treat venous malformations in the periorbital region. We selected a noninvasive procedure to avoid damaging the vital adjacent structures. Considering the patient’s age, a radiologist performed ultrasonography-guided needling, and anesthesiologist performed sclerotherapy using bleomycin under general anesthesia. Bleomycin is reportedly a safe drug in sclerotherapy, with short-term effects, a good degree of patient satisfaction, and no long-term side effects [10,11]. There was a notable improvement in the lesion following sclerotherapy, and had significantly reduced in size on the follow-up imaging outcomes. We surgically removed the lesion on the scalp in a procedure performed by plastic surgeons and neurosurgeons. Some reports suggest that surgical excisions for SP could be considered in the presence of neurologic symptoms, psychological discomforts, dermatological changes, patient’s wishes, and coexisting morbidity. Additionally, coexisting morbidities included syndromic craniosynostosis, additional vascular anomalies, meningocerebral anomalies, and systemic anomalies or malformations [3,4]. Despite the absence of symptoms during diagnosis, it is possible that the patient may develop mild to severe symptoms with age; however, the patient’s parents wished to treat the lesion considering the apparent cosmetic problems. Moreover, the mass seemed to increasing in size over time and presence of additional venous malformations in the periorbital region was also considered to surgically treat the SP. Surgical treatment involved removing extracranial venous anomalies and ligating the communicating emissary vein. Multiple erosions were observed in the bone because of venous malformations, which further confirmed the presence of an abnormal communication. These erosions were subsequently treated with bone wax. We postoperatively performed sclerotherapy on the residual venous malformations in the scalp using bleomycin. Preoperative sclerotherapy was avoided to prevent the drainage of the sclerotic agent into the intracranial sinus due to the communication with the intracranial sinus. This communication was eliminated peroperatively, following which we performed sclerotherapy. The lesion associated with SP disappeared. The patient is on follow-up for observation of venous anomalies in the periorbital region and the need for any form of additional treatment.

Previous reports on SP included surgical treatment, endovascular embolization, and conservative treatment (Table 1) [2,3,8,12-14]. However, it is difficult to completely eliminate tiny residual venous malformations with surgical treatment alone, and in cases of residual or new lesions, the surgical treatment has complications due to the requirement of multiple scalp incisions [12]. Furthermore, although embolization alone may block the communication between venous malformations in the pericranium and the intracranial sinus, the direct effect on the endothelial cells with venous malformations is limited. Additionally, embolization has a risk for development of new venous malformations in regions surrounding the existing lesion, and the glue used during embolization may enter the intracranial sinus. However, sclerotherapy using bleomycin works directly on the endothelial cells with venous malformations and diminishes the cells and tissues [15,16]. To date, cases of SP treated with both surgery and sclerotherapy have not been reported.

In conclusion, masses on the scalp that can be clinically palpated, and are easily deformed and differentiated include cavernous angioma, arteriovenous malformation, sebaceous cyst,
dermoid cyst, and encephalocele. SP should be considered if a mass on the scalp appears bluish and pulsatile and bruit is detected on auscultation, despite its rarity and further work-up is required. It is important to perform a surgical excision after radiological imaging and to ligate the abnormal communicating emissary veins between the intracranial sinus and extracranial venous engorgement. With sclerotherapy and surgical treatment, we treated the residual and recurring lesions with greater precision and achieved positive outcomes.
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